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Ecosia: The Googl e
of Tomor r ow

It is worth noting that while Google has been carbon neutral since 2017,
Ecosia is essentially carbon negative; via its financial contribution toward the
aforementioned reforestation initiatives, Ecosia contributes to the removal of
more carbon than that which it emits. Ecosia is powered primarily by
By Beck W oollen, '19
It has become widely accepted that Microsoft, which pledges to be 75%renewable by 2030, and 100%in the
following years. In short, the trees make up the rest and then some. The
2030 represents the ecological
tipping point, at which cumulative difference between Ecosia and Google Chrome is that of not putting carbon
greenhouse gas emissions will have into the atmosphere, versus helping take it out. Both Ecosia and external
sources indicate that a tree is planted approximately every 45 searches.
exceeded the ecological balance
Ecosia further suggests that every search made on their browser removes 1 kg
and sent Earth into an
unpredictable, uncontrollable, and of CO2 from the atmosphere.
irreversible tailspin. W hile the
window to keep below this
According to National Geographic author Christina Nunez, tropical tree
climatic tipping point of 2° Celsius cover alone can account for nearly ¼ of the goals set by the 2015 Paris Accord.
is still open, this is only the case for Despite reforestation efforts, on a global scale, deforestation has continued to
accelerate in recent years; this provides all the more reason to switch to
129 more months. W hile it goes
without saying that drastic changes Ecosia. As the Brazilian environmental activist, Davi Kopenawa explained in
an interview with the Harvard Gazette, ?We have to protect the forest because
are required within the next 11
we depend on the forest. Our children and grandchildren and future
years, the intention of this article is generations need the forest?and further that ?If the rainforest dies, if water
to highlight a simple, cost-free way dries up, poverty and disaster will hit us.?
that can help remove CO2 from
Earth?s atmosphere: switching to
Ecosia is dedicated to planting trees in areas that need it most: primarily the
Ecosia.
global south. As the Amazon Rainforest is cut down for agricultural and
resource-based reasons, many of the region?s indigenous species teeter on the
Ecosia is a search engine
edge of endangerment, even extinction; Ecosia supports two reforestation
compatible with Google Chrome
operations in the Amazon. Similarly, in Indonesia, rain forests are being
(as an extension) Bing, and
clearcut at a rate that may expunge these ecosystems entirely within the
Microsoft Edge. Additionally, the
coming decades. Ecosia backs three non-profits in Indonesia. W orldwide,
millions of lives have already been changed by climate change, and we ought
browser is accessible as an
application in both the GooglePlay to do everything in our power to help combat it. W ith a president in office
Store and App Store. By donating who actively denies climate change, top-ranking politicians corrupted by
fossil fuel companies, etcetera, the responsibility to take action toward a
80%(monthly average) of its
greener future falls upon us.
surplus revenue to 21 non-profit
reforestation organizations
W hile browsing the web ought not to be anywhere near the peak of our fight
worldwide, the browser has
against climate change, using Ecosia offers a cost-free means of contributing
planted nearly 53 million trees
to the most important fight in human history.
since its conception in 2009. In my
experience using Ecosia (I have had
it since January), it has performed
equally as well as Google Chrome,
with any differences hassle-free,
and negligible for the common
user.

A Look Beneath W ashbur n
Voices seemed to echo as Dr. Palmer told me she heard
that this tunnel was said to at one point be used for
Odds are you've heard a couple of rumors about
students to travel to both schools during the winter. The
an underground tunnel that leads from
use for it now though is for heating and cooling.
W ashburn to Justice Page Middle School. Maybe
W ashburn is in charge of both schools heating while
you've heard from a teacher, another student or
Justice Page is in charge of both schools cooling. Giant
seen evidence from a patch of snow melted from
pipes run on the narrow ceilings of the tunnel that help
where the tunnel is suppose to be across the
make this transaction. I walked through the whole
football field. Maybe this is your first time
tunnel and on the other side it leads to a cooling room
hearing about it ever. You may believe it or
filled with giant silver tubs. Other uses for this tunnel
maybe you don't.
includes storage of old chairs and tables that stay there
I was skeptical for a while and my interest only with thick dust covering them. Students and staff don't
grew when I kept hearing mismatching
use the tunnel regularly but it's an important part of
information about it. I was way too curious so I maintaining W ashburns climate. I hope this article
decided I needed to get down to the bottom of cleared up some rumors even though it might not have
this. I started asking around, most teachers
been the crazy gossip you were hoping for but it?s still
thought I sounded crazy because they had no cluepretty interesting to know about one of the the most
what I was talking about. After a while I started unusual parts of our school that sets us apart from many
to feel crazy until I just walked into the
others around the district.
counselors office and started chatting to some
staff about it. None of them had been in the
tunnel, even the staff that had been working at
W ashburn for many years. They were very
helpful though and brought me to Dr. Palmer?s
office who agreed to take me on a tour down
there.
By Tia Linder, '22

I was excited and nervous leading up to the day
after school when we decided to meet. It was
May 9th when she took a few keys from her
office and led me down to the basement. The
door we first went into was by the vending
machines next to the Miller Mart. Then there
was a separate door that opened up to the tunnel.
W ow. It was humid and dusty. I can only
imagine this is what an oven feels like on the
inside. The tunnel stretches across the football
field and my eyes couldn't even see the end.
Cement covered floors and walls gave it a scary
industrial look with a few old yellow toned lights
lining the sides.

Duluth: A Blessing In Disguise?
By Abigail Hatting, '22

We all know Duluth - a city in Northern
Minnesota that?s even colder than
Minneapolis. However, it shouldn?t be taken
for granted; it could soon play a big role in
helping the problem of climate change.

However, if this does end up happening, there are still some

As climate change poses more and more of a concerns. For one, there?s the issue with gentrification.
Climate migrants are more likely to be higher income
threat, people living in areas that will be
people who have enough money and resources to make a
greatly affected could potentially become
climate migrants and will be searching for a big move, so they could potentially remodel older buildings.
safer place to live. Of course, everywhere in theDuluth is a unique city with many iconic historic sites, and
world feels the effects of global warming, but to see it become a victim to gentrification would be
some places are going to be less impacted than unfortunate. Another negative factor is that Duluth is
others in the future. Researchers at Harvard thought to not embrace diversity as well as they should, so a
lot of new diverse people moving in might result in some
University discovered that Duluth is
?climate-proof?. W hile that is an exaggeration, tension within the community. For example, Karen Diver,
Duluth is still definitely on track to be one of a Chippewa Native American living on a reservation just
the less affected places by climate change, alongoutside the city, said in an interview with the mayor of
Duluth, ?From my perspective we haven?t even figured out
with the whole Great Lakes area.
There are several factors to why Duluth could how to interact in a positive way with our indigenous
become a hub for climate migrants. One is that people.?Hopefully this issue with diversity will improve in
since the city is cold to begin with, it won?t be the future or at least by the time Duluth is needed to help
climate migrants.
as hot as other places as the world heats up.
This means that in the future, there will be
Duluth could help many people in the future but it could
fewer days where the winter weather is so low also risk losing some of its history. There are pros and cons
that it is unsafe to be outside. Another reason to climate migrants coming to Duluth, but the number one
is that there won?t be a problem with
priority should be people finding safe places to live. Duluth
overcrowding because Duluth can fit 150,000 may be the secret weapon of Minnesota, and we shouldn?t
people in the city and the current population is take it for granted.
just 86,000. Between 2010-2016, only 56 new
residents settled in the city. Finally, since
Duluth is on Lake Superior, which has a
volume of 2,903 cubic miles, the city has tons
of fresh water to go around. The Great Lakes
aren?t affected by rising sea levels, so residents
of Duluth won?t
have to worry about that, as well as wildfires,
which are much less likely to occur in Duluth
because of the cold climate.

Ther e Ar e 104 Days in Summer Vacation...
By Emma Campbell, '20
As school comes to a close, I?m sure everyone is starting to make plans
for all the things they?re going to do over the summer. I know my
friends and I have. Sometimes it?s hard to find fun things to do when
you?re on a budget-- most of us can?t go to festivals and concerts every
day, so here are a few fun things you can do over the summer without
emptying your wallet:
1. Go to the beach: This one is pretty much a no-brainer. We literally live in the land of 10,000+ lakes, and
they?re all free to go to. W hether you feel like swimming or you don?t, just hanging out with your friends at
the beach is an easy, free thing to do this summer.
2. Go on a picnic: If you have a blanket/ towel and some food, you?re ready to go. Minneapolis has dozens of
perfect places to have a nice picnic with your friends. A few places that I?d recommend are Minnehaha Falls,
the Lake Harriet Bandshell area, Gold Medal Park, or the Sculpture Garden. You could also have a great
picnic at any of the local lakes.
3. Have a bonfire: This one is super fun to do in the summer; however, there is the catch that you have to
have some sort of fire pit. If you don?t have one of your own, a few local parks have some scattered
throughout: Hidden Falls Park and Boom Island Park are some of the main spots, though those might be
more for grilling than sitting around the fire. Grilling out is also a fun option, and you can get veggies and
other things to eat for pretty cheap at the farmers market or other grocery stores.
4. Go hammocking: This one is pretty obvious and pretty popular, so I feel like I don?t have to elaborate too
much on this one. Of course, this plan relies on you or one of your friends having a hammock, but it?s free
to do if you have one. Some popular spots are the rose garden, around any of the lakes, and by Minnehaha
creek.
5. Go on a hike: Some easy close places to go hiking are Minnehaha Falls, the W inchell Trail, and Fort
Snelling, and they?re all completely free to use. This could be combined with a lot of the previous ideas for a
fun day outside.
6. Sit outside and read: Just being outside is nice no matter what you?re doing because it?s summer, and
summer is warm and pretty. If you are already outside and you don?t have anything to do, you could even
get started on your summer reading book (this article is not sponsored by the W ashburn High School
English staff), if you really don?t know what else to do.
Obviously, there are a ton of other things you can do over the summer, and this list barely touches on all the
opportunities. If you think you?ve done everything there is to do, and you?ve got a little money to spend, check out
this link for some more ideas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkQrKxTFARM

HAVE A
GREAT
SUMMER!

One Month W ithout Social
By Nora Priede von Herber, '22

This made me realize that a lot of social media is trying to
distract from the moment at hand or your emotions.
MediaSometimes when I wanted to procrastinate my homework, I
would go on my phone and just look at random apps. This
debunked one of my assumptions, that studying would be
easier. I did end up doing my homework more efficiently, but
that could have been accomplished with having social media
and just putting my phone on airplane mode.

Sometimes when I didn?t want to deal with things going on, I
would just pull out my phone and would not have to worry
Starting on April 16th, I deleted all of my social media about it anymore, which was not unusual for me. I just
distracted myself in different ways.
(Instagram, Snapchat, and VSCO) for a month. I
decided to do this as an experiment to see what kind of W hen I was out with friends, I first realized that I was just as
an effect it had on me.
close with them as before the month started. It also seemed
that I was able to interact more with people because I
Before I started, I had some assumptions. First, I
thought I would lose touch with my friends and would wouldn?t be on my phone around them.
become more disconnected since I wouldn?t be seeing I also noticed when I was with friends that I was less
what they were doing all the time. Despite this, I also concerned about finding things to post, and instead tried to
thought that I would think less about taking photos to just have a good time and not worry how pictures came out.
post and would focus more on the moment and the
people I was with. Third, I thought that I would study As it got closer and closer to the end of the month, I realized
better and would be more focused on my homework.I that I wasn?t really missing anything and my life wasn?t
also thought that on May 16th, when the challenge was drastically impacted by social media. I never found myself
wanting the month to end. In fact, I was nervous for what
over, I wouldn?t want to download the apps again.
would come when I redownloaded social media. I was sure it
At the beginning of the month, my screen time was
would take time out of my day and would be bad for my
about three hours a day. After my first week, it had only mental health, but there was something obligatory about me
decreased by about forty minutes, even though I would downloading it again. W riting this, I am about one week
spend over an hour on Instagram alone each day. I
away from May 16th, so I cannot say what it will be like to
figured this was because I didn?t have much to do on my get it back again. However, I do know that I will make more
phone anymore, so I spent more time organizing my of an effort not to go on it for more than an hour a day,
photos and browsing the app store for ways to waste mywhich now seems reasonable.
time.
Conclusions from this experience?
This made me realize that a lot of social media is trying
to distract from the moment at hand or your emotions. I would recommend going off of social media for whatever
amount of time seems right for you (probably a week or
Sometimes when I wanted to procrastinate my
more). This is because it makes you think deeply about what
homework, I would go on my phone and just look at
random apps. This debunked one of my assumptions, you?re really spending your time on, who you?re surrounding
yourself with, you form more connections with people (at
that studying would be easier. I did end up doing my
homework more efficiently, but that could have been least in my experience) and you?ll be happier in general.
accomplished with having social media and just putting Going without social media really made me think about the
purpose and future of social media and how I, and the
my phone on airplane mode.
generation after, will have to cope with the changes of social
Sometimes when I didn?t want to deal with things going media. Based on how it was without it, I?m not so sure it?s
on, I would just pull out my phone and would not have going to leave a positive impact.
to worry about it anymore, which was not unusual for
me. I just distracted myself in different ways.

Our Pur pl e Rain
W hich Box Shoul d You Check ?
By Margaret Mullin, '20

By Gillian Pete, '21
On April 21st I accompanied my
family to a sold out show at the
newly refined Parkway Theater,
to see for the first time Prince?s
own film, Purple Rain.

My own understanding of Prince was limited to the
comprehension of my own city, and its identity. By my
lifetime, I hadn?t really known him as an artist, but rather
an icon to the city of Minneapolis, and Minnesota as a
whole. His music was familiar to me, a part of my
childhood which had become nostalgic, and slightly sad
after his death in 2016. Because I hadn?t known him in his
As many new drivers approach their written tests days, because I was too young to watch the 2007 Super
Bowl halftime show, because I wasn?t around to see him
and extensive paperwork that comes with a permit,
perform in the 80?s, I knew I didn?t have a full
the critical question is at stake; should you be an
appreciation for who Prince was, and what his music
organ donor?This question seems simple when it meant.

comes down to checking a box, but there are many
deeper controversies that influence people?s choices In the glossy velvet seats, I watched in wonderment, as
the slick purple and silver motorcycle glided by the
to donate or not. There may be ethical or religious
familiar Minnesotan scenery, lakes, and foliage. A sudden
considerations behind someone?s choice and in the
sense of pride washed over me when I saw First Avenue
end it is all up to you. Still, many misconceptions are appear on screen, knowing in 1984, a piece of my home
just due to lack of knowledge. It is a daunting
had not only been immortalized, but thrust into the
question to think about especially when it seems
limelight alongside Prince himself.
irrelevant and distant, but the question is crucial and
I witnessed the beautiful flashes of light, the display of
changes people?s lives in unimaginable ways.
extravagant clothes, and instruments which thrust an

The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), irresistible rhythm into the very ground beneath me. I
reports that over 120,000 people in the U.S. are on truly felt the liberating excitement conveyed within each
the waiting list for an organ that could save their life, performance - which thrilled the audience as though they
truly had royalty in their presence. Yet, in the moments
and over 21 people die everyday waiting for a
transplant. Every 10 minutes another person is put of pure emotion, the music drew shivers down my spine
and tears to my eyes in a declaration of raw vulnerability.
on the waiting list for an organ.
I realized in his colors and his sound, Prince had the
The great thing is, anyone can be a potential donor, amazing, awe - inspiring ability to capture humanity in
regardless of age, medical history, or background. its essence; flaunting his every heartache in a way which
One donor can impact eight different lives to restore touched each person individually, yet empowered them
all with flawless expression.
eyesight, damaged tissues, organs, and other vital

functions. Recent advancements in the field allows
more people than ever to be able to donate their
organs to save a life. So the question you have to ask
yourself now is which box will you check?

Prince?s unique style and conveyance drew his love from
different audiences and different people. W hether it be
his display of sexuality, personal struggle, or family, his
allure stemmed simply from being a person who was
authentically, unapologetically himself - setting the stage
If you would like to change your donor status, don?t for others to do the same. The commemoration and
worry, you can! Go to your state?s website and look remembrance of Prince is appropriate, not only for his
for an option like ?updating your status?and change artistic creation, but what he symbolized as a figure; the
it to your new decision.
celebration of individuality amongst each other.

The Race is On: Pr esidential Candidates 2020
By Abigail Hatting, '22
Nearly a year and half before the 2020 Presidential election, the field of candidates is very crowded and
seems to change almost daily. Of the major parties, many Democrats have already announced their run,
one Republican has announced, and one Independent has announced. Among these candidates is
Minnesota?s own senator, Amy Klobuchar.
The slate of Democrats who have announced their candidacies (as of May 18th, 2019) includes five women
and 4 non-white candidates, the most diverse field of candidates ever seen:
-

Senator Cory Booker (NJ)
Senator Michael Bennet (CO)
Former Vice President Joe Biden
Governor Steve Bullock (MT)
Pete Buttigieg, current mayor of South Bend, Indiana.
Julián Castro, former mayor of San Antonio and former U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development.
Bill de Blasio, current mayor of New York City
Rep. John Delaney (MD - 6th Congressional District)
Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (HI - 2nd Congressional District)
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (NY)
Senator Kamala Harris (CA)
Former Governor John Hickenlooper (CO)
Governor Jay Inslee (W A)
Senator Amy Klobuchar (MN)
W ayne Messam, current mayor of Miramar, Florida
Rep. Seth Moulton (MA - 6th Congressional District)
Former rep. Beto O?Rourke
Rep. Tim Ryan (OH - 13th Congressional District)
Rep. Eric Swalwell (CA - 15th Congressional District)
Senator Bernie Sanders (VT)
Senator Elizabeth W arren (MA)
Self-help author Marianne W illiamson
Founder of economic development nonprofit Andrew Yang

So far, only one Republican, Bill Weld, has announced he will run for the Republican nomination
challenging President Trump. He was the governor of Massachusetts from 1991-1997.
It is likely that other candidates will jump into the race before it is narrowed down, perhaps former Sen.
Jeff Flake (AZ) for the Republicans, or even Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz as an Independant. The major
parties will officially announce their nominees at their conventions, Democrats in July 2020 and
Republicans in August 2020, but the state primaries and caucuses will start narrowing the field when they
begin in February. No matter the outcome, the 2020 election will be a race for the history books.

Vol unteer Or ganizations Ar ound
Minneapol is

3. Open Arms of Minnesota - Open Arms
of Minnesota provides meals to people living
By Nora Priede von Herber, '22
with life threatening illnesses in the Twin Cities.
The prospect of spring is seeming more likely right
Volunteers help prepare, cook, and deliver meals
about now, and a lot of people are looking for or have to those who need it. People can sign up to
found summer jobs. People are starting to willingly go receive free food from them on their website as
outside now, and the end of the school year seems
well as volunteering. Volunteering at Open Arms
possibly somewhere in sight. Now is a great time to get is satisfying because you?ll be able to see where the
in some volunteer work if you need a boost on your
food goes and how much of a difference it?s
resume or if you?re just incredibly bored and want to do making. You can sign up for an individual shift
some good. To help you with your search, or at least
where they?re located in Minneapolis.
narrow down your Google results, here are five local
4. Volunteers Enlisted to Assist People volunteer organizations in and around the Twin Cities. VEAP is a food warehouse located in
Bloomington. They distribute food to low income
1. Feed My Starving Children - We?ve most likely families and rely on volunteers for a lot of their
all been here one time or another, either for some field work. If you volunteer at VEAP, chances are that
you?ll be working in their warehouse, where you
trip in middle school or needing a place to go for a
service project. FMSC has multiple locations around sort through produce and other food products so
Minneapolis - Eagan, Chanhassen, and Coon Rapids. it can then be distributed. You can sign up on
For those that don?t know FMSC, it packages food to their website for however long of a shift you?d like
send to areas around the world with hunger and help and make a difference in the community.
5. People Responding in Social Ministry
fights malnutrition. The people and atmosphere are
very welcoming there, and a typical session takes about (PRISM) - PRISM is an organization that
two hours in total from getting there to leaving. The provides low income families with food, housing,
only drawback, if you consider it one, is the playlist that and clothing. They also help give kids school
supplies and birthday and holiday gifts. Their goal
never changes. It consists of early 2000s hits and
Michael Jackson, so you can jam out while packaging is for people in the community to have healthy
and stable lives. Volunteering there involves
food.
sorting through donations, stocking shelves in
2. Animal Rights Coalition - The Animal Rights their thrift shop, organizing school supplies, or
Coalition works to ?end the suffering, abuse, and
helping out at fundraising events. They are
exploitation?of animals through advocacy and
located in Golden Valley.
education. They?re located in Minneapolis but have
events all over. If you volunteer there, you could be
protesting animal abuse, fundraising, helping with
events, and others that are listed on their website. Some
of their upcoming events are protesting the Shrine
Circus, where animals in their performances endure
cruel training methods. Volunteering there helps get
your voice out into the community and it greatly helps
with their efforts.

Meet Ar ion Bail ey!

New Abor tion Law s

By Devin Davis, '20

By Nora Priede von Herber, '22

Arion Bailey is one of the engineers at
W ashburn. To pass the time he likes to
watch movies, especially anything related
to Marvel. His favorite Marvel movie is
Black Panther but Iron Man 3 almost takes
the cake! He loves all of the staff and
students of W ashburn, but would
appreciate if kids would clean up their
trash. He's very spontaneous and thinks
kids should be more understanding with
teachers because some of them have have
it worse than you think. If you see Arion
in the hallways feel free to say hi and
remember to thank him for the work he
does in W ashburn!

Lawmakers have created harsh laws in several states to ban
abortion. These laws challenge the 1973 Supreme Court case
Roe v. W ade, which made choosing to have an abortion a
fundamental right. For every state, supporters of abortion want
to take the laws to court. Here?s a quick rundown of what?s
going on in the affected states.

W hat do like to do in your past time?

Alabama
This is the harshest abortion law that has been passed so far. A
law signed by Alabama Governor Key Ivey states that
performing an abortion is a felony. This means that any
physician performing an abortion will go to prison but not the
person getting the abortion. The only exception to this law is if
the pregnancy poses a ?serious risk to the unborn child?s
mother.?The ACLU is challenging this law along with
partners, and it is unclear when it will go into effect. The
earliest would be in six months.

The Heartbeat Laws
Likes to watch movies (especially Marvel
Missouri, Georgia, Mississippi, and Ohio have passed heartbeat
Movies)
laws, which ban abortion after a fetal heartbeat is detected. This
Favorite Marvel movie?
is about after about eight weeks of pregnancy. These laws are
Black Panther but Iron Man 3 almost takesnot yet in effect, but the Ohio one is said to take effect on July
it!
10. The ACLU is filing a lawsuit against the Ohio laws and
hope to take the case to court. Kentucky also passed a heartbeat
Favorite thing about W ashburn?
law, but it was blocked by the ACLU in March. They are also
The kids and the staff, they are the
challenging the law in Georgia with partners, and a challenge is
highlight of my life.
pending on the Mississippi law. Louisiana is proposing a
heartbeat law which has yet to be signed.
One thing that annoys you?
Pick up after yourself, even if you see that
Planned Parenthood is also taking action and hosted marches
your friend left some trash behind just
pick it up because if you don't somebody all across the
county on May
else will have to.
21st. There was
Describe yourself in one word
one at the
Spontaneous
capitol in St.
W hat's one message you want to give Paul where
W ashburn
out?
students walked
Try and be more understanding with the out and voiced
teachers because some of them have it
their opinions
worse than you could imagine.
about the laws.

School Str ik es and Gr eta
Thunber g

W hat's Next for Mar vel after
Endgame?

By Nora Priede von Herber, '22

By Abigail Hatting, '22

In August 2018, Swedish sixteen year old Greta
Thunberg became famous over striking school
every Friday to bring awareness to climate
change. She received criticism from her school
about striking, but she believed that it was
more important to fight current issues. She has
since then spoken at the United Nations
Now that Avengers: Endgame has been released and there
climate conference and criticized world leaders are no more Avengers movies coming out, what?s the next
about not being good to the environment.
step for Marvel? They?re not slowing down any time soon;
Lately there have been protests all across the that?s for sure. There are lots of movies coming out soon,
the soonest being the second Spiderman movie, Far From
world from students about climate change,
bringing more awareness and hopefully action Home, which comes out on July 2nd of this year. A Black
to the subject. Many more students have gone Panther 2 and Guardians of the Galaxy 3 are in the works,
on strike to do what they believe cannot wait slated to release in late 2019 or early 2020. A Black W idow
any longer. Some world leaders think that what solo movie is also coming; production is set to start in
the students are doing is wrong and they wouldJune, as well as a sequel to Doctor Strange, but don?t be
learn more about climate change if they stayed expecting that for at least 2 years.
in school.
There are some new superheroes coming soon as well. The
Students organized a strike on March 15th all Eternals are a race of ancient human beings who were
across the globe to demand action to climate created by the all-powerful gods called The Celestials, and
Shang-Chi is a Chinese superhero who is a master of kung
change.They were hoping to bring more
pressure to world leaders to do what they can fu. Both of these movies will be coming out sometime in
to combat climate change, like switching to
the next few years.
renewable energy and reducing carbon dioxide But wait, there?s even more exciting news for Marvel fans.
emissions.
Disney is launching its own streaming service, Disney + on
November 12th. There will be multiple live action limited
series of 6-8 episodes centering around different characters
from the Marvel Cinematic Universe, with the same
actors. Loki, Scarlet W itch and Vision, Falcon and the
W inter Soldier, and Hawkeye will all be getting their own
show, and more will be announced. All of the Marvel
movies will also be available to stream on Disney +.
Keep an eye out for even more Marvel movies and shows
to be announced. I know I can?t wait!

Inter view w ith Mr . Sabur
By Emma Campbell, '20

Once you integr ated the high school , did you
exper ience a l ot of discr imination?

That?sa very interesting question, and I very much likesaying
that it wasnot nearly asbad asI thought it would be. I actually
found moreissueswith theadultsthan thekids. Oneincident I
I grew up in Fort Pierce, Florida. I was
remember: I wasapplying for Boy?sStatein Florida and I felt
born in West Palm Beach, Florida, on
likea good candidatefor my school (only twoor threeguys
May 15, 1950- and I grew up in Fort
werechosen). You had togointothisclassroom and be
Pierce. My father wasa professional man-- he?sactually a
interviewed. I felt theinterview went well; I had a very good
dentist-- and weused tolive, for a while, in Fort Lauderdale. record in theschool, I wasa good student, I played sports, I was
He?sfrom West PalmBeach, my father was, and then he
in theseclubs. I felt discriminated against when I wasn't selected
started a practicein Fort Lauderdaleand somekind of way wetogotoBoy?sState. But other than that, on a daily basis, you
wound up in fort pierce. Hehad opportunity for a practice
could talk topeople. Help them with their work and they?d help
there, sothat?swhereI wasborn.
you with yours, that kind of thing. I alwaysfelt likethebiggest
issuewith integration and with racism in general isfrom
W hat?s your famil y l ik e?
adults, becausekidsdon?tgrow up likethat. Kidsnaturally like
I had fivebrothersand sisters; thereweresix of usin the
toget along, they?recuriousand friendly. It?sadultsthat teach
family, and we?refivenow becausewelost onesister, she
kidsracism.
passed away from breast cancer, you know, sowhenever they
If you coul d give one piece of advice to your high
dothat thing about breast cancer I alwaystry toget involved
school sel f, w hat w oul d it be?
and support it, you know, pink ribbon and all of that stuff.
Don?tlet peopleget under your skin. Just ignorethem. I pretty
W hat w as your exper ience w ith high school ?
much did that, but I don?tthink I did that asmuch asI could
Well, I integrated my high school in 1965 under theFreedom have. Ignorepeoplewhoact likethey don?tlikeyou or don?t
of ChoiceSchool Integration Sct; Lyndon Johnson waspresidentrespect you or aregoing totreat you likethey don?tthink you
at that time. Thiswasactually thefirst massiveschool
belong there. Just work hard, and keep your eyeon your goals
integration effort in thecountry, which issignificant because and everything will work out. It?sabout hard work - peoplethat
that?swhy they called it freedomof choice. Thesouthern
work hard get rewarded in thelong run. Bepatient and work
politicianswhofought against integration, what they had
hard.
hoped for wasthat theblack kidswould beafraid tointegrate. If you have a piece of advice for us, the students,
?Yeah, you can comeover hereif you want to,?that?sbasically w hat w oul d that be?
what they said ?if you?renot scared,?soI wasn?tscared. My
Giveeverybody a chance. Giveyourself a chanceand give
brothers, my sisters, my mother, my father, all my friends
everybody elsea chance. Don?tjudgea book by itscover. Don?t
tried totalk meout of it. I wasn?ttrying tobeanything, I just
think that you?rebetter than someone. A homelessperson that
felt likeMartin Luther King and all thoseother peoplewho
you passon thestreet that you want todisregard, it may be
did sit-insat therestaurantsand thedepartment storesin
that if you heard that person?sstory you would beblown away
North Carolina and all over Georgia, all over theSouth. They
and you would want tobesonicetothat person sothat they are
weregetting beat up, and thecopswould comefor them with
abletostand thereand try todosomething for themselvesafter
German Shepherdsand put firehoseson them. I wasa kid
everything that they?vegonethrough. You havetotalk to
growing up watching all thisand they said, "Okay, now people
people, you havetogivethem a chance, you havetotry to
havesuffered all thisand we?regoing tolet you integratethe
understand people. And you havetofollow thegolden rulesof
school if you?renot afraid". I felt likeI had toand I saw that as
living. Thegolden rulesof living mean somuch becausethey?re
a responsibility. I wasa young kid, but I wasalwaysa
universal.
serious-minded person and that?sjust what I wanted todo.
Therewere13 kidswhointegrated my high school. I remember
thenumber.
Let?s star t w ith, w her e did you
gr ow up?

Bel l a?s Bak ing
By Bella Peters, '19
Homemade Br ioche - This is a really good bread if you?re into toast for breakfast, it's an enriched dough so it takes longer
to rise, but super worth it in the end!
Ingr edients
-

1 cup Milk

-

2 Eggs

-

1 teaspoon Salt

-

½ cup sugar

-

4 cups of All-purpose flour

-

3 teaspoons active dry yeast

-

½ cup butter (unsalted)

-

1 egg (for glaze)

Instr uctions
1. By hand or mixer (I use a KitchenAid stand mixer): In a large bowl, beat the eggs, milk, sugar and salt, then pour
the flour and finally the yeast (best if it is fresh or diluted in a little bit of lukewarm milk but optional - the yeast
does not need to be diluted to be activated). Knead for 7 minutes at slow speed then increase the speed for another
5-7 minutes. If you are kneading by hand, it will take you about 20 minutes of active kneading.
2. Add the soft butter, cut into pieces, and knead for about 7 minutes in the stand mixer, until a soft and
homogeneous dough is obtained. Stop kneading as soon as the butter is well incorporated, do not go any further or
you risk of overheating the butter and then find yourself with a compact brioche. The dough should be very
smooth, soft and elastic. If it is sticky or too soft, don?t worry, it is the consistency you are looking for! Do not add
flour! The more sticky the dough is, the more the brioche will be melting in your mouth!
3. Let dough rise for about 1 hour, covered with plastic wrap, at room temperature in a draft-free place (indoors).
Mine didn?t really look like it rose, make sure you use fresh yeast.
4. Gently deflate the dough by stirring it with a rubber spatula and refrigerate overnight (about 8 hours), covered.
5. W hen the rising time is up, turn the dough out onto a well-floured surface and press or roll it into a rectangle,
flouring the surface and dough as needed to keep it from sticking. Leave it covered again in a warm place for 30-45
minutes depending on the temperature of the room. I braided mine and tucked both of the ends under. You can
also separate your dough into six balls and put into the bread pan before rising.
6. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F
7. Glaze with the whole egg mixed with a little water or milk. (avoid drips on the side of the pans as it will impede
rising) and sprinkle with sugar or almonds (optional). Put in molds on a baking sheet and bake for about 30-45
minutes. Or until internal temperature reaches 185-190 degrees F. Cover slightly with aluminum foil once beginning to
become nice and golden to avoid over browning.
8. Remove the brioche from the oven and unmold onto a wire rack. Turn top side up and allow to cool until barely warm.
9. Enjoy with some butter toasted, or even better make french toast!

